Abstract-A general framework for multi-label classification (MLC) called multi-label error-correcting code (ML-ECC) utilizes coding schemes in communication to improve MLC performance. The framework includes some key algorithms for some special cases of MLC, such as binary relevance and random klabelsets. Nevertheless, current ML-ECC algorithms are usually designed for one or a few evaluation criteria, and thus may suffer from bad performance with respect to other criteria. In this paper, we propose a ML-ECC algorithm that takes the evaluation criteria into account within the error-correcting code. This algorithm, named cost-sensitive reference pair encoding (CSRPE), first transforms the MLC problem into exponentially many binary classification problems based on the criterion information and a series of reduction steps from MLC to multi-class classification and then to binary classification. The exponentially many binary classifiers cause training and prediction challenges. We resolve the training challenge by random sampling and the prediction challenge by nearest-neighbor decoding. Extensive experimental results show that CSRPE achieves stable convergence, and performs better than other ML-ECC algorithms and the state-of-the-art cost-sensitive MLC algorithms across different criteria. Furthermore, we demonstrate the potential of CSRPE in preserving the criterion information by extending it to a novel multi-label active learning algorithm. The algorithm calculates the uncertainty of each unlabeled example in the coding space of CSRPE and queries the most uncertain one. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm is superior to existing multi-label active learning algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
The multi-label classification (MLC) problem aims to map an instance to a relevant subset of labels. The problem matches the need of many real-world applications [1, 2] . Different applications generally require evaluating the performance of MLC algorithms with different criteria, such as the Hamming loss, 0/1 loss, and F1 score [3] .
Most current MLC algorithms ignore the issue of general evaluation criteria and are designed based on the assumption that some specific evaluation criteria will be used. For instance, binary relevance (BR) [4] learns a per-label binary classifier to predict the label's relevance and naturally targets the Hamming loss. The label powerset (LP) [3] approach learns a multiclass classifier that treats each subset of labels as a hyperclass and targets the 0/1 loss. Random k-labelsets (RAKEL) [5] learns an ensemble of LP classifiers, each on only a few labels, and can be explained as optimizing the 0/1 loss from the multi-label error-correcting code framework (ML-ECC) [6] . These cost-insensitive algorithms simply ignore the evaluation criterion to be used. This matches the needs of some applications, but cannot adapt to other evaluation criteria easily and hence may not work well for other applications.
The cost-sensitive MLC (CSMLC) setting argues that algorithms should take the evaluation criterion, which is usually known beforehand, as cost (criterion) information so that they can perform better across applications [7] . That is, CSMLC algorithms should utilize the cost information when learning its classifier. A classic algorithm called the probabilistic classifier chain (PCC) [8] is a state-of-the-art CSMLC algorithm. During prediction, PCC estimates the conditional probability of the given evaluation criterion to perform a Bayes-optimal decision. While PCC can in principle adapt to any evaluation criterion, the inference of the conditional probability can be time-consuming unless the criterion comes with an efficient inference rule.
Another state-of-the-art CSMLC algorithm is the condensed filter tree (CFT) [7] , which is designed by transforming the CSMLC problem into a cost-sensitive multi-class classification (CSMCC) problem similar to the approch of LP -treating each subset of labels as a hyper-class. Such a transformation opens up a route for connecting CSMLC with the rich literature of CSMCC [9, 10] , but leads to exponentially many hyper-classes with respect to the number of labels. The high number of hyper-classes lead to computational difficulty for most CSMCC algorithms. CFT resolves this difficulty by some careful modifications of the filter tree (FT) algorithm [9] for CSMCC.
MLC with per-label classifiers, such as BR [4] and CFT [7] , are generally considered to be the simpler algorithms in MLC. multi-label error-correcting code (ML-ECC) [6] is a more sophisticated algorithm that goes beyond the per-label classifiers to improve classification performance. ML-ECC uses errorcorrecting code (ECC) to transform the original MLC problem into a bigger MLC problem by adding error-correcting labels during encoding. Classifiers on those labels, much like ECC for communication, can be used to correct prediction errors made from the original per-label classifiers and improve MLC performance. The correction step is generally carried out by decoding to the nearest neighbor in the ECC-encoded space. While ML-ECC is successful in terms of the Hamming and 0/1 losses [6] , it cannot easily adapt to other evaluation criteria and hence is not a CSMLC algorithm. In fact, extending ECCbased approaches for cost-sensitive multi-class or multi-label learning is not a trivial task. To the best of our knowledge, general ECC has not yet been deeply studied for CSMCC, not to mention for CSMLC.
In this work, we study the potential of ECC for CSMLC by considering a special type of ECC, the one-versus-one (OVO) code. OVO is a popular technique that reduces the multiclass classification to many binary classification problems, each for distinguishing a pair of classes. During the prediction, the binary classifiers for those problems are combined by voting for each class. It is well-known that OVO can be seen as a special case of ECC for multi-class classification [11] . In addition, OVO has been extended to some CSMCC algorithms such as cost-sensitive one-versus-one (CSOVO), which is reported to perform better than FT for CSMCC [10] . The promising performance of CSOVO, with OVO being a special type of ECC, motivates us to study whether a better CSMLC algorithm can be derived from the key ideas of CSOVO and ECC.
In particular, we follow the LP-transformation route of CFT [7] to transform the CSMLC problem into a cost-sensitive multi-class classification problem. The ECC view of OVO can be taken as a special case of optimizing the 0/1 loss. We extend the OVO encoding and encode the cost information into an ECC, which results in the cost-sensitive reference pair encoding (CSRPE). Through examples and experiments, we justify that CSRPE does not need to perform full length encoding to achieve decent performance. We resolve the exponential number of hyper-classes that results in training through random sampling. For the prediction, we follow the decoding of OVO, which finds the nearest-neighbor in the encoding space. To further speed up the decoding process, CSRPE searches the nearest-neighbor in an encoding subspace, which includes instances that are more likely to appear.
The random sampling in training and nearest neighbor decoding in prediction makes CSRPE a promising CSMLC algorithm in practice. In our experiments on ten real-world datasets, CSRPE converges stably with respect to code length. When compared with cost-insensitive algorithms, CSRPE is able to adapt better to different evaluation criteria; when compared with state-of-the-art CSMLC algorithms like CFT and PCC, CSRPE is able to perform better. The superior performance make CSRPE a top choice for CSMLC problems.
To further demonstrate that CSRPE is able to embed cost information into the encoded vectors, we also design an algorithm for multi-label active learning (MLAL) based on CSRPE. In many real-world applications, retrieving the labels for a instance is very expensive [12] . In active learning, the algorithm actively queries the labels for a small number of instances while trying to maintain good testing performance.
We extend MLAL to the cost-sensitive multi-label active learning (CSMLAL) setting. Like CSMLC, CSMLAL is a cost-sensitive extension of the MLAL setting. CSMLAL algorithms utilize the cost information to choose a more informative instance under the given evaluation criterion. To the best of our knowledge, there is no existing method for solving the CSMLAL problem.
Uncertainty sampling [13] is a widely sued and effective strategy for active learning. It chooses the most uncertain instance for the current classifier for querying. The idea of our proposed CSMLAL algorithm is to calculate the uncertainty of the instance under the CSRPE encoding space. We demonstrate that using our strategy to select the instance to query, we are able to perform better than state-of-the-art MLAL algorithms [14, 15] across different evaluation criteria. This paper is organized as follows. First, we define MLC and CSMLC formally and also introduce the related work in Section II. Our proposed algorithm CSRPE is introduced in Section III. In Section IV, we define the CSMLAL problem and demonstrate how CSRPE can be utilized to solve it. The empirical study of CSRPE is presented in Section V. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VI.
II. COST-SENSITIVE MULTI-LABEL CLASSIFICATION
In the multi-label classification (MLC) problem, the goal is to map the feature vector x ∈ X ⊆ R d to its relevant label set Y ⊆ {1 . . . K}, where K is the number of labels. Relevant label set Y is commonly represented as a K-bit label vector y ∈ {0, 1} K , whose k-th bit
, MLC algorithms use D to learn a classifier f : X → {0, 1}
K . Given a feature vector x, the predictionŷ = f (x) wants to be close to the ground truth y. The performance of classifier f is evaluated by a cost function C : {0, In MLC problem, there are arguably two simple approaches: binary relevance (BR) [4] and label powerset (LP) [3] . BR constructs an ensemble of K binary classifiers to predict whether each label is a relevant one independently. This independent nature makes BR unable to utilize the information contained within other labels. LP, in contrast, considers every possible combination of labels as a distinct hyperclass. In other words, LP transforms the MLC problem into a multi-class classification (MCC) problem with a bijection {0, 1} K ↔ {y 1 , . . . , y 2 K } and then solves the multi-class classification problem with mature existing algorithms. LP is able to consider label correlation in this way, but the critical issue with LP is that there are 2 K hyper-classes; most MCC algorithms are computationally infeasible when K becomes large.
Random k-labelsets (RAKEL) [5] was proposed to strike a balance between the issues of BR and LP. RAKEL first transforms the MLC problem into multiple sub-MLC problems, each dealing with a few labels. LP can then be applied on these sub-MLC problems. In this way, both the label correlation and computational complexity issues can be addressed. For the prediction, RAKEL aggregates the predictions of the sub-MLC classifiers by voting on the relevant labels.
Multi-label error-correcting code (ML-ECC) [6] was proposed as a more sophisticated framework. ML-ECC takes the label vector as a bit string in the communication domain and the transformation of sub-problems as encoding the label vector into a encoded vector. ML-ECC adopts error-correcting code (ECC) to perform the encoding and trains an MLC classifier h on the encoded vectors. The bits in the encoded vector are built to preserve redundant information about the label vector. When an MLC classifier makes an error on one bit of the encoded vector, other bits should be able to be used to recover this error and decode to the correct label vector. For the prediction, the predicted encoded vector from h is given to a decoding function to map the encoded vector back to the label vector. Nearest neighor decoding is a common choice for the decoding function [6] . Hamming decoding takes the label vector whose encoded vector is the closest to the predicted encoded vector under Hamming distance as the decoding output.
More specifically, let M be the length of the encoded vector (code length), enc(·) : {0, 1} K → {0, 1} M be the encoding function, and dec(·) : {0, 1}
M → {0, 1} K be the decoding function. The ML-ECC framework is formulated as follows:
Training: given the training dataset {(
, where
• learn a classifier h with dataset {(
Prediction: given the feature vector x.
• predict encoded vectorb = h(x)
In other words, the classifier f learned by ML-ECC can be written as f = dec • h. In the original work of ML-ECC [6] , several encoding and decoding functions were discussed and experimentally evaluated. They include the repetition code (REP), Hamming on repetition code, Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem code, low-density parity-check code, and RAKEL repetition code (RREP). Note that RREP is equivalent to RAKEL, and REP is equivalent to BR. By adding the error-correcting ability, ML-ECC can significantly improve its performance . However, the design of the coding method can be non-trivial because of the trade-off between the strength of the error correcting ability and the hardness of the transformed sub-problems.
All the above algorithms optimize a single cost function. For example, BR optimizes the Hamming loss, and LP optimizes the 0/1 loss. These cost-insensitive algorithms neglect the cost information and consider only the given dataset when learning the classifier. This means that when the cost function is changed from the one that they were designed to use, they will perform poorly. This gives birth to the cost-sensitive multilabel classification (CSMLC) setting. CSMLC assumes that the cost function is known beforehand. In contrast to the MLC algorithm, a CSMLC algorithm not only takes dataset D but also cost function C as input to learn classifier f . A CSMLC algorithm should be able to utilize the information given by the cost function and adapt to the given cost function.
Probabilistic classifier chain (PCC) [8] is one of the stateof-the-art CSMLC algorithms. PCC is an extension of the classifier chain (CC) [16] , which treats the label vector as a chain. PCC modifies the prediction step and uses the Bayesoptimal decision to estimate the probability of each possible label vector for different cost functions. In theory, PCC is able to tackle all possible cost functions. However, an efficient inference rule is required for PCC to handle the given cost function.
The Condensed filter tree (CFT) [7] is the first algorithm to be proposed as a general CSMLC algorithm, which is able to be extended to an arbitrary cost function with ease. Using LP, CFT transforms the CSMLC problem into an MCC problem and treats each distinct label vector as a independent class. To achieve cost-sensitivity, it applies a cost-sensitive multiclass classification (CSMCC) algorithm called the filter tree [9] to solve the transformed MCC problem. CSMCC is a costsensitive setup in MCC that exists mature algorithms for solving the problem. This LP transformation still has the problem of a large number of hyper-classes and CFT has designed a tree structure to deal with it. While CFT has been demonstrated to be competitive to PCC, its training time is quadratic with respect to the number of labels, and its sequential nature leads to challenges in parallelization. Without parallelization, the quadratic training time can make CFT too slow for CSMLC problems with a large number of labels. In addition, the FT is not the best performing CSMCC algorithm. For example, the cost-sensitive one-versus-one (CSOVO) [10] algorithm has been reported to outperform the FT.
CSOVO is a cost-sensitive extension of the well-known oneversus-one (OVO) [17] MCC algorithm. It is known that OVO can be considered from a ECC point of view [11] . This point of view inspired us to put the cost information in the encoded vectors. By deriving a cost-sensitive encoding approach and applying it within the ML-ECC framework, we will be able to solve the CSMLC problem. To the best of our knowledge, there has been no work studying the cost-sensitive encoding approach. Thus, it is the main focus of this work.
III. PROPOSED APPROACH
To design a cost-sensitive encoding approach, we first follow the path of transforming CSMLC into CSMCC using LP and solve the problem using multi-class classification (MCC) algorithms such as CFT. The label vectors are treated as distinct classes y 1 , . . . , y 2 K .
A common way of solving MCC is through the OVO algorithm. OVO learns an ensemble of classifiers and each of them is trained to distinguish between two of the label vectors. In other words, OVO learns 
After the encoded vector is retrieved, a classifier h is trained to predict encoded vector enc ovo (y). Given a feature vector x, the predicted encoded vector is written asb = h(x). The voting in OVO during prediction can be formulated as finding the label vector that is encoded as the closest encoded vector tob under Hamming distance d ham . The label vector that is found is the predictionŷ This step is treated as decodingb toŷ. The decoding function is written as follows.
A. Proposed Cost-Sensitive Encoding To generalize the encoding function towards cost-sensitivity, we hold the same idea that the classifier should predict a label vector that incurs less cost from the reference label vectors. We consider that any label vector y for which C(y Under the cost-sensitive setting, in which the cost function is provided, the cost-sensitive encoding function should be written as follows.
The OVO encoding can be taken as a special case of our approach when the cost function is 0/1 loss.
B. Training Cost-Sensitive Encoding Classifiers
After the encoding function is defined, we want to learn a classifier h to predict the encoded vectors outputted from enc cs . Although enc cs gives the classifier a better ground truth, different label vectors are not equally important for the classifier. For example, if C(y 
. This weighting approach is also applied in the CSMCC algorithm cost-sensitive one-versus-one (CSOVO) [10] .
Normally, we should train h on the full-length encoded vectors. However, training classifiers on the full encoding would be computationally infeasible because the code length ( Observing the redundancy in the encoded vectors, it is clear that the length of the encoded vector can be decreased. Thus, for simplicity, we uniformly sample some bits for the encoded vectors.
C. Cost-Sensitive Decoding
For prediction, random sampling the bits makes the original voting approach infeasible. Therefore, we propose another voting approach. As mentioned above, there is redundant information in the classifiers. That is, the i-th classifier contains not only the information of y From the point of decoding, the proposed voting approach is in fact nearest-neighbor decoding under the Hamming distance. Specifically, assume that we obtain the predicted encoded vectorb = h(x). The decoding function is written as argmax y∈{y1,...y 2 K } d ham (b, enc cs (y)). Compared with the voting approach, dec cs can be solved as a classic nearest neighbor problem, which has various off-the-shelf algorithms available to speed up the decoding process [18, 19] .
Although efficient algorithms exist, searching through 2 K different encoded vectors is still computationally heavy. To solve this problem, we propose only working with a subset of label vectors that are more likely to be the prediction. Hence,
Let M be the length of the encoded vector 3: for i = 1, . . . , M do 4:
end for 6:
Equation 3 7:
Equation 4 8:
9:
return h 10: end procedure
, which contains a subset of the label vectors from the label space, on which we perform nearest neighbor. Thus, dec cs is rewritten as follows.
Here,Ỹ has to include as many potential label vectors for prediction as possible. A reasonable choice ofỸ would be {y|(x, y) ∈ D}, which are all the distinct label vectors in the training set. In this way, the search space for the nearestneighbor is significantly reduced from 2 K to at most N (the number of training instances). The possible downside of such a choice is that the classifier will only produce predictions that have previously appeared in the training dataset. However, given that the training and testing set usually come from the same distribution, the label vectors that appear in testing set should also be likely to appear in the training set. Even if some label vectors do not appear in the training set but appear in the testing set, the label vector with the smallest cost would be predicted. We justify that this choice ofỸ is good enough in Section V.
The algorithm combining enc cs , weight and dec cs , the algorithm is called cost-sensitive reference pair encoding (CSRPE). We apply CSRPE within the ML-ECC framework and solve the CSMLC problem. The pseudocode of CSRPE on CSMLC is illustrated in Algorithm 1.
IV. COST-SENSITIVE MULTI-LABEL ACTIVE LEARNING
CSRPE is able to preserve cost information in the encoded vectors. In this section, we demonstrate that this encoded vector space can indeed preserve the cost information by extending CSRPE to the active learning problem.
A. Cost-Sensitive Multi-Label Active Learning Setting
MLC algorithms intend to learn a classifier from a fully labeled dataset, in which every feature vector is paired with a label vector. In many real-world applications, assigning a label vector to the corresponding feature vector is very costly [12] . This gives raise to a new problem, active learning, which investigates how to obtain good performance with as little data labeled as possible.
In this paper, we consider the pool-based multi-label active learning (MLAL) setting [20] . In pool-based MLAL, the algorithm is presented with two sets of data, the labeled pool
. During iterations t = 1, . . . , T , the MLAL algorithm considers D u , D l , and a MLC classifier f t trained on D l and generates an instance x t ∈ D u to query its label vector. After the queried label vector is retrieved as y t , x t is removed from D u and the pair (x t , y t ) is added to D l . With a small query budget T , the goal of the active learning algorithm is to minimize the average prediction cost of f t on the test set.
Uncertainty sampling is a well-known active learning strategy in MLAL. The central idea for uncertainty sampling is to query the instance that current classifier f t is most uncertain about, because retrieving the label vector for the most uncertain instance should give the classifier the most information. In MLAL, there exist many formulations of uncertainty for a given instance. Binary minimization (binmin) [21] was proposed to directly take the most uncertain bit in the label vector to represent the uncertainty of the whole instance. Maximal loss reduction with maximal confidence [14] , in contrast, calculates an average over the uncertainty of all labels. Another MLAL algorithm is called adaptive active learning [15] . It takes the uncertainties of the most uncertain relevant label and the most irrelevant label and uses the difference of these two uncertainties as the uncertainty of the whole instance. This uncertainty is then combined with label cardinality inconsistency to select instances.
Apart from the setting we have defined, there is another setting of MLAL that queries each bit on each instance instead of querying each label vector. These algorithms includes active learning based on uncertainty and diversity for incremental multi-label learning [22] , active query on relevance ordering [23] , and query informative and representative examples [24] . In this paper, we focus on the previous setting of querying the whole label vector each time.
All the above algorithms do not take the cost information into account. Like CSMLC, the cost-sensitive multi-label active learning (CSMLAL) setting is an extension of MLAL. In CSMLAL, it is assumed that the cost function is known beforehand. CSMLAL algorithms should utilize the cost information to choose more informative instances to query.
B. Proposed Strategy
To design a CSMLAL algorithm, we calculate uncertainty in the encoded vector space and compute a cost-sensitive uncertainty. The proposed cost-sensitive uncertainty can be separated into two parts, the cost estimation uncertainty and cost utility uncertainty. Cost estimation uncertainty. Cost estimation uncertainty measures how well CSRPE estimates the cost between label vectors. Let the predicted encoded vectorb = h(x) and encoding of the predicted label vectorb = end cs (dec cs (b)). (b,b) . The proposed cost-sensitive uncertainty leads to a novel algorithm for CSMLAL. For each iteration, the algorithm selects the instance with the highest cost-sensitive uncertainty to query its label.
V. EXPERIMENTS
The experiments were evaluated on ten real-world datasets downloaded from MULAN [25] . Table I lists the statistics of these datasets. The last two columns (density,distinct) represent the average proportion of ones in each label vector of each instance and the number of distinct label vectors, respectively. The cost functions considered in all the experiments include Hamming loss, Rank loss, F1 score, and Accuracy score. They are calculated as follows: Hamming loss(y,ŷ) =
, and Accuracy score(y,ŷ) = y∩ŷ 1 y∪ŷ 1 [3] . We use ↓ to indicate that a lower value for the criterion is better and ↑ to indicate that a higher value is better.
A. Effect of Code Length
In Section III, we stated that performing a full encoding of CSRPE is not needed. Sampling a part of the code is sufficient to encode enough information for the classifier to learn well on the CSMLC problem. We justify this statement in this experiment by analysing the effect of the code length on the performance for CSRPE. Experimental setup. The experiment was run 20 times, each with a random 50-50 training-testing split. CSRPE learned a classifier h, which is an ensemble of M (code length) base classifiers. Each base classifier predicts a bit of the encoded vector, and they are set with a decision tree [26] implemented in SCIKIT-LEARN [27] . The maximum depth of each tree was searched from {5, 10, . . . , 35} via 3-fold cross-validation on the training set. Figures 1, 2, 3 , and 4 show the average performance and standard error versus code length. Because of the page limit, we selected four of the datasets with larger label counts to showcase the effect of the code length on performance, while other datasets have similar effect. These figures show that the performance of CSRPE generally converges when the length of the encoded vector reaches 3,000 across all four cost functions and datasets. Such length is significantly smaller than the full encoding length of 2 K . This justifies our observation that performing full encoding is not needed to achieve top CSRPE performance because of the redundant information in 
B. Influence of the Relevant Set
In Section III, we stated that a good choice for relevant setỸ is all distinct label vectors in the training dataset. The objective of this experiment is to justify our claim. We demonstrate that the possible downside of this choice, which is the inability to predict the whole label vector space, is not a problem. We compare the performance between CSRPEext and CSRPE. CSRPE-ext is CSRPE with its relevant set modified. In addition to the label vectors in the training set, it adds the labels that only appears in the testing set but not in the training set intoỸ. In this way, all the label vectors that appear in testing set can be considered. We compare CSRPE and CSRPE-ext to study how not being able to predict a label vector appeared in the testing set will affect the performance.
The experimental setup is the same as for Experiment V-A. The results, which include the mean and standard error (ste) of the criteria, are listed in Table II . The results show that CSRPE-ext is slightly better performed, but the improvement is insignificant. Even in the CAL500 dataset, in which all the label vectors in training and testing are different, there is only a small performance difference between CSRPE and CSRPEext. This verifies that our choice ofỸ as all distinct label vectors in the training set is good enough.
C. Comparison with Other MLC/CSMLC Algorithms
In these experiments, we compared the performance of various MLC and CSMLC algorithms. For the MLC competitors, we included different codes applied within ML-ECC framework. The competing codes include the Hamming on repetition code (HAMR), repetition code (REP), and RAKEL repetition code (RREP). In the original work of ML-ECC [6] , HAMR is reported to be a better choice in terms of performance. REP and RREP are equivalent to binary relevance (BR) [4] and random k-labelsets (RAKEL) [5] , respectively. In addition, we added classifier chain (CC) [16] , which serves as a baseline competitor together with BR and RAKEL. For CSMLC algorithms, we include probabilistic classifier chain (PCC) [8] and condensed filter tree (CFT) [7] as competitors. Experimental setup. RREP were set using k=3 and the number of iterations for CFT was 8. These settings were suggested in their original papers [5, 7] . The length of the encoded vector for all ECC was set to 3,000 and decision tree was used as the base learner. There are multiple repeated bits in REP and HAMR, so these bits were trained using bagging. The base classifiers for CC, PCC, and CFT were also decision trees with bagging, where the total number of trees was set as 3,000 and tuned with the same hyperparameters as CSRPE. Currently, efficient inference rules for PCC that has been derived include only the Hamming loss, Rank loss, and F1 score [7] . Thus, for the experiment on Accuracy score, PCC uses the f1 score inference rule, due to its similarity with Accuracy score. The reset of the experimental setups are the same as in Experiment V-A.
The results are shown in Tables III, V , IV, and VI. The results show that all algorithms perform resonably well and have similar performance under the Hamming loss because all algorithms were set to optimize the Hamming loss. With respect to F1 score and Accuracy score, CSRPE is superior to all other competitors. For rank loss, PCC performs slightly better, but CSRPE still performs competitively with PCC and CFT, where each algorithm wins on some datasets. The cost-sensitive algorithms, including CSRPE, PCC, and CFT, generally perform better than the cost-insensitive algorithms. This result highlights the importance of cost-sensitivity for algorithms.
D. Comparison with Multi-Label Active Learning Algorithms
In this experiment, we want to know the performance of CSRPE with in MLAL setting. We compared it with several state-of-the-art MLAL algorithms, which includes adaptive active learning (adaptive) [15] , maximal loss reduction with maximal confidence (MMC) [14] , and random sampling as a baseline algorithm. Their implementations were obtained from LIBACT [28] . We do not include a comparison with Experimental setup. The experiment was repeated for 10 runs, and each run ran on a random 50-50 split of the original dataset for training and testing datasets. The initial dataset was started with 10% of the training set. During the query process, we queried another 40% of the training set. The labeled instances were trained on BR with logistic regression implemented in SCIKIT-LEARN as the MLC classifier f t . The regularization term were tuned through 5-fold cross-validation from {10 −10 , 10 −8 . . . , 10 10 } using the initial dataset. For adaptive, the trade-off parameters were searched using {0, 0.1, . . . , 1} as their paper suggested [15] . Figures 5, 6 , 7, and 8 show the performance with respect to the number of instances queried. MMC and adaptive are based on using BR to evaluate which instance to query, and this makes them naturally optimize the Hamming loss. Therefore, under Hamming loss, all strategies have a similar performance except that CSRPE performs significantly better than other competitors on the emotion and scene datasets. For the other evaluation criteria, which includes rank loss, f1 score, and accuracy score, CSRPE performs better than other strategies on four out of six datasets. On the yeast dataset, CSRPE performs competitively with other strategies and the best results for medical dataset are obtained by the adaptive strategy. These results indicate that CSRPE is able to consider the cost information during the querying process, thus enabling it to outperform other competitors on most of the datasets under evaluation criteria other than the Hamming loss. This shows that CSRPE can embed the cost information into the encoded vector.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed an novel encoding approach for cost-sensitive multi-label classification (CSMLC), called cost-sensitive reference pair encoding (CSRPE). CSRPE is derived from the one-versus-one algorithm and cost-sensitive one-versus-one algorithm, and can embed the cost information into the encoded vectors. Exploiting the redundancy of the encoded vectors, we use random sampling to resolve the training challenge of building so many classifiers. We also designed a nearest-neighbor-based decoding procedure and used the relevant set to efficiently make cost-sensitive predictions. Extensive experimental results demonstrate that CSRPE achieves stable convergence respect to the code length and outperforms not only other encoding methods but also stateof-the-art CSMLC algorithms across different cost functions. In addition, we extended CSRPE to a novel multi-label active learning algorithm by designing a cost-sensitive uncertainty. Extensive empirical studies show that the proposed active learning algorithm performs better than existing active learning algorithms. The results suggest that CSRPE is a promising cost-sensitive encoding method for CSMLC and CSMLAL. 
